CONCLUSION
their origin in various attitudes of mind, which had accumulated
without any pains having been taken to adapt them to one another.
The Government, to all appearance all-powerful and centralized,
was in practice weakened by the abnormal independence of the
office-holders, who had come to form a local aristocracy and were
unwilling to serve the central power.
In the eighteenth century the old order was undermined by a
revolution in the fundamental ideas concerning the destiny of man.
These new ideas, imported from England in the form of 'natural
religion', and whose action was, moreover, increased by progress
in scientific observation, were propagated by the philosopkes, who
were disciples of the English, by the aid of the salons and the
women of the governing classes of society. They first shook the
power of the clergy, after which they inspired a desire for a political
'revolution' against the abuses of the old order; religious and
moral revolution prepared the way for political revolution.
The conflict between the Government and the privileged classes
over taxation led to the meeting of the States-General which
rendered the Revolution possible. It took place in 1789 through
a revolt of the bourgeoisie, aided by the people of Paris and the
peasants, who were exasperated by the 'feudal dues'. It trans-
formed the absolute monarchy into a monarchy limited by a
Constitution, which divided the power between the king and an
Assembly of representatives elected by the nation, on the combined
model of England and the United States, and it transferred the
internal government of the country de facto to the bourgeoisie.
The unity of the French nation was now completed by the
voluntary adhesion of the population of all parts of France to the
new regime, under the American form of 'federation'.
The bourgeoisie, now in possession of power, abolished all local
diversities and organized the whole of France in a uniform plan
by creating the ordered system of territorial divisions under which
it still lives to-day, The old order was replaced by a system of
elective autonomy with a federalist tendency, which extended even
to the clergy, in spite of the explicit opposition of the pope.
The resistance of the privileged aristocrats and refractory clergy
to this revolution, which was still monarchical, involved the king
in an acute conflict, which ended in war and invasion. A second
revolution, carried on in 1792 by the people of Paris, swept away
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